
LAB 4: MODAL ANALYSIS -

4.1. Start Up Procedure.

(1) Download the Matlab Program from the website.
(2) Open the Ecp32 program located in the Start-Up Menu. Turn on the ECP system by pressing the

black ”ON” power button on the white and black box.
(3) Make sure the position units are in encoder units. (Setup → User Units → Counts).

4.2. Setup I: Three Mass System.

4.2.1. The Impulse Response.

(1) We will first want to identify the modal frequencies using an impulse response approach. We will
first excite the system using the ECP software and then export the data in order to post-process
the data in MATLAB.

(2) In order to excite the system with an impulse, in the ECP program, go to (Command → Trajectory
→ Impulse) and Click Setup within the window. Check the Open loop impulse. Set the amplitude
to 3.00 Volts, Pulse Width to 20 msec, 1 Rep, and 5000 msec Dwell Time. Press OK to both
windows.

(3) Execute the command by Command → Execute. You should have it on Normal Data Sampling
and press run. Press OK after it says the data is uploaded.

(4) Plot the data by going to (Plotting → Setup Plot). Put the Encoder 1 Position and Encoder 2
Position on the left axis and Encoder 3 position on the right axis. Each of these encoders correspond
to the Mass 1, Mass 2, and Mass 3. Then press Plot Data. You should see a time trace of the
impulse response. PRINT the response (Plotting → Print Plot), label it 4.2.1.4 and attach it to
the end of the short form.

(5) We will now post-process the data in MATLAB to find the frequency response. Export the data
by going to (Data → Export Raw Data). Save the raw data file as lab4 raw impulse data.m under
the same directory with the FFT Lab4.m script.

(6) Open MATLAB 2012. Then open your data file (File → Open → lab4 raw impulse data.m) using
the MATLAB editor, remove the first line (aka header line) and type “Raw Data=” just in front
of the [ character. This way the file is in the MATLAB format.

(7) Then, open the FFT script (FFT Lab4.m). Run the FFT script by hitting F5 or the green play
button in the toolbar. It may open a prompt and you should select ”Change Folder”. You should
see an FFT plot of the 3 encoders. PRINT the frequency response. Label it 4.2.1.7 and attach it
to the end of the short form.

(8) COMPARE the modal frequencies you just obtained from your experiment to the theoretical
frequencies from the pre-lab. EXPLAIN what could account for the differences.

4.2.2. Identification of the Mode Shapes.

(1) We will first excite the system at the natural frequencies. In the ECP program, change the excitation
to a sinusoid: (Command → Trajectory → Sinusoid) and Click Setup within the window. Check
the Open loop option. Set the amplitude to 0.1 Volts, enter the 1st experimental modal frequency
as the forcing frequency, and 25 Reps. Press OK to both windows.

(2) When the system is excited, make sure to pay attention to the mode shape of the masses. Execute
the command (Command → Execute). You should have it on Normal Data Sampling and press
run. Press OK after it says the data is uploaded.

(3) Plot the data by going to (Plotting → Setup Plot). Put the Encoder 1 Position and Encoder 2
Position on the left axis and Encoder 3 position on the right axis. Then press Plot Data. PRINT

the time trace, label it 4.2.2.3 Mode 1 and attach it to the end of the short form.
(4) From when you watched the masses move, SKETCH the mode shape.
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(5) Repeat steps (1) - (4) for the 2nd and 3rd modal frequencies. Label the plots 4.2.2.3 Mode 2 and
Mode 3, accordingly.

(6) You will notice that the second mode shape’s 2nd mass displacement is not exactly 0, it wobbles
back and forth a little bit. DISCUSS which assumptions we made in our pre-lab mathematical
model that would not account for the small displacement of the 2nd mass in our physical model.

(7) Look back at the frequency response, plot 4.2.1.7. For the second mode, what do you notice
about the relative amplitudes of each of the masses? EXPLAIN how closely these represent your
sketched mode shape from step (4).

(8) We will now do a free vibration experiment where you set the initial conditions by hand, and then
let the system evolve. You will record the response with the ECP software to verify that only that
mode is excited. The best way to record the data is to force the system with a 0 volt sinusoidal
signal.
(a) (Command → Trajectory → Sinusoidal → Open Loop Move) and 0V for amplitude. Then,

put the Frequency at 1Hz and the reps at 5, press OK, that will give a time trace of 5 seconds
which should be long enough to capture the response.

(b) Now, displace the first mass by 2cm and hold it there. Go to Command → Execute with
normal sampling. Right after you press Run and let go of the 1st mass. The data will be
recorded by the ECP program.

(c) Then, plot the data Plotting → Plot Data. EXPLAIN what frequencies you expect to observe
and if you see them in the plot.

(9) Repeat step (8) but manually displace each mass in accordance with the mode shapes. Start with
mode 1. PRINT the response of mode 1, label it 4.2.7 Mode 1 and clearly identify which curve
corresponds with which mass. Repeat for modes 2 and 3.

4.3. Setup II: Cord.

(1) Locate the white string/cord that is hung in front of the windows.
(2) This part of the laboratory is mainly exploratory in nature. By using your hand to force the cord

at the green tape very close to the right boundary condition, you should excite it at its first, second,
third natural frequencies. You should be able to feel that it takes very little effort (force) to keep
the system moving at a resonance. This is a consequence of the inertial forces “balancing” the
stiffness forces, so it feels as if little or no force is required to cause a deflection.

(3) SKETCH and IDENTIFY the number of peaks/nodes (do not include boundary conditions for
counting nodes) for the first 3 modes.

(4) Compete with your lab mates who can excite the highest mode at a steady state. WRITE down
the name of the winner, SKETCH the winning mode shape, IDENTIFY the mode number, and
ESTIMATE the frequency of excitation.

(5) Increase the tension on the cord by applying a force that tightens the cord. EXPLAIN what
happens to the modal frequencies compared to the case when you don’t add any tension. HY-

POTHESIZE as to why this occurs.

4.4. Setup III: Beam.

(1) Find the steel beam that is attached to a shaker at its midpoint. You will excite the system with the
LDS PO300 Power Oscillator system that is set up next to the shaker. Your goal is to identify the
modal frequencies of this system using a frequency sweep, as opposed to, for example, an impulse
response.

(2) Switch on the shaker power supply and refer to the Frequency Sweep Instructions provided at the
experimental set-up. If at any time you start to hear a knocking sound, hit the “ABORT”

button immediately. The next time you start, lower the level of excitation compared

to the knocking level.

(3) Look very carefully at the ends of the beam. When you see a large modal deflection, WRITE

the frequency and SKETCH mode shape. In addition, STATE whether or not you can find a
frequency over 100 Hz.


